Taper Chair
TM

The height of craft,
the height of performance

Geiger Taper Chair
DESIGNED BY MARK GOETZ IN COLLABORATION WITH DR. BROCK WALKER

Taper is an executive chair that offers the same high-touch, high-comfort, high-performance
experience that business leaders might enjoy while driving a luxury automobile. It's streamlined
design combines the depth of knowledge in ergonomics for which Herman Miller® is known
with a fine-crafted feel that is unmistakably Geiger.

Crafted to Perform
Taper’s backrest is contoured to provide concentrated support in key areas to encourage
people to adopt a more powerful seated posture: hips rotated forward, spine curved in a
natural S-shape, chest open, shoulders back.
Research conducted by longtime Herman Miller seating advisor Dr. Brock Walker informed
the shape and contours of the chair. Using his proprietary MEARS (Medically Engineered
Active Response System) technology, Dr. Walker studied hundreds of subjects in order to
better understand what the seated human body needs to be strong and comfortable.

Considered Proportions
With a slender profile and balanced scale, the Taper Chair is inviting for a wide range
of people and spaces. Its visual expression is simple and clean, and executed with the
attention to detail for which Geiger is known. Every stitch is exactly where it needs to
be to help the chair welcome the body and please the eye.

The suspended seat uses SuperSeatTM technology to create a deep seat pocket and
responsive surface, improving comfort and circulation.

About Mark Goetz
New York-based industrial designer Mark Goetz’s contributions to the Geiger catalog
include the Full Twist Chair, which challenged our manufacturing capabilities with its
sculpted, flowing armrests. With the Taper Chair, which he designed in collaboration
with Dr. Brock Walker, Goetz challenges industry expectations for performance in
executive seating. This collaboration between design and medical disciplines resulted
in an executive chair that balances Dr. Walker’s work on enhancing human performance
and comfort with Geiger’s impeccable execution of clean, simple silhouettes.
TM

Mark Goetz

Versatile Materiality
From warm and natural to crisp and polished, the Taper Chair’s upholstery, stitching, and
finish options can express the character of any organization.
Seat and Back

Single Stitch with Coordinating Thread or Single Stitch with Contrasting Thread

Cambrai
7 Colors

Saille
15 Colors

Kalista
12 Colors

Modo
17 Colors

Ottoman
28 Colors

Boucle
15 Colors

Threads
8 Colors

Vavare
8 Colors

Capri
8 Colors

Sateen Weave
15 Colors

Bristol Leather
42 Colors

Tenera Leather
13 Colors

Seat and Back

Lapped Edge with Coordinating Thread

Bristol Leather
42 Colors

Tenera Leather
13 Colors

Essential Twill
8 Colors

Upholstered Arms

Bristol Leather
42 Colors

Tenera Leather
13 Colors

Base, Frame, and Arm Finish

Polished Aluminum
CD

Graphite
G1

For more information, please visit
geigerfurniture.com/taperchair
or call 800.456.6452.
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